
Appendix B

Computer software help

A recommended way to read the book is to follow along at a computer us-

ing statistical software and working with the example datasets (available from 

the book website at iainpardoe.com/arm3e/). Every method that appears in 

the homework problems at the end of each chapter is first illustrated in the 

text of the chapter. This allows you to try out a method using your particu-

lar statistical software and the book shows you what the results should look 

like. Then, you know that if you apply the same method for a corresponding 

homework problem, chances are that the results will be correct (unless you’ve 

made some other mistake like applying the wrong method for that problem). 

To use this approach, you need to get your statistical software to do what you 

want, which can be slow, painful, and frustrating for many people. To help in 

this process, there are several software information documents available from 

the book website. These contain detailed instructions on carrying out the tech-

niques discussed in this book with the major statistical software packages. The 

software packages included at the time of publication include the following 

(more may be added in the future):

• Data Desk (a commercial statistical software program for visual data anal-

ysis and exploration—see datadescription.com);

• EViews (a commercial statistical package used primarily for econometric
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analysis—see eviews.com);

• Minitab (a commercial statistical software package with an easy-to-use graph-

ical user interface—see minitab.com);

• Python (a free general-purpose programming language that is becoming

increasingly popular for statistical analysis—see python.org);

• R (a free software environment for statistical computing and graphics that

is popular among statistics researchers—see r-project.org);

• S-PLUS (commercial software, which has many features in common with

R—see solutionmetrics.com.au/products/splus/);

• SAS (originally “Statistical Analysis Software,” a world-leading statistical

software package, although its powerful programming interface can be diffi-

cult for first-time users to come to terms with—see sas.com);

• SAS Studio (which provides a graphical user interface similar to those in

SPSS and Minitab);

• SAS JMP (user-friendly statistical software package with strong graphics—

see jmp.com);

• SPSS (originally “Statistical Package for the Social Sciences,” a commercial

statistical software package with an easy-to-use graphical user interface—see

ibm.com/analytics/spss-statistics-software);

• Stata (an integrated statistical package with both a point-and-click interface

and a powerful programming interface—see stata.com);

• Statistica (a statistics and analytics software package with a graphical user

interface—see statsoft.com/Products/STATISTICA-Features).

Extensive guidance on the use of R and S-PLUS for regression modeling can

be found in Fox and Weisberg [2018] and Venables and Ripley [2002]. Another

package that can be recommended for regression modeling is Arc, free regres-
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sion software available at stat.umn.edu/arc/—see also the regression textbook

by Cook and Weisberg [1999].

The book website also includes instructions for using Microsoft Excel to

carry out some of the techniques discussed in this book—further information

is available at products.office.com/excel/. Although Excel is a commercial

spreadsheet package, not dedicated statistical software, it can perform some

limited statistical analysis. It is preferable in general to use software such as

SPSS, Minitab, SAS, R, or S-PLUS for any serious statistical analysis, but

Excel may be able to get you by in a pinch if this is all that is available.

There are a number of add-on modules available for Excel that can improve its

functionality to something approaching that of a dedicated statistical software

package, for example, StatTools (available at palisade.com/stattools/).
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Problems
“Computer help” refers to numbered items in instructions for various statistical 

software packages available from the book website. For example, computer help 

#1–4 describe how to change default options, open a data file, recall previous 

dialog boxes or commands, and edit results. There are brief answers to the 

even-numbered problems in Appendix F.

1. The CARS1 data file (obtained from www.fueleconomy.gov) contains in-

formation for 351 new U.S. passenger cars for the 2011 model year. These

data come from a larger dataset, which is analyzed more fully in a case

study in Section 6.2.

(a) Download and open the CARS1 data file [computer help #2]. Then make

a histogram of highway miles per gallon (variable Hmpg) [computer help

#14] and copy/paste it into a text document (follow this process for all

such questions).

(b) Briefly describe what the histogram says about the distribution of high-

way miles per gallon for this sample of vehicles.

(c) Compute the mean for Hmpg [computer help #10].

(d) Reexpress each vehicle’s highway miles per gallon value in “gallons per

hundred miles.” In other words, create a new variable called Hgphm

equal to 100/Hmpg [computer help #6]. Then compute the mean for the

Hgphm variable [computer help #10].

(e) Reexpress your answer for part (d) in miles per gallon. In other words,

calculate 100/<Hgphm , where <Hgphm is the sample mean of Hgphm.

(f) Are your answers to parts (c) and (e) the same or different? Explain.

2. Consider interior passenger and cargo volume in hundreds of cubic feet
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(variable Vol).

(a) Make a histogram of Vol [computer help #14].

(b) Briefly describe what the histogram says about the distribution of inte-

rior passenger and cargo volumes for this sample of vehicles.

(c) Compute the mean and the median for Vol [computer help #10].

(d) Which of the two statistics in part (c) best summarizes the “center” of

the distribution of interior passenger and cargo volumes?

(e) Compute the quartiles for Vol [computer help #10].

(f) Within which values do the middle 50% of the interior passenger and

cargo volumes fall?

3. Consider mean city miles per gallon (variable Cmpg) for different combina-

tions of vehicle class (variable Class) and drive system (variable Drive). The

codes for Class are MC: minicompact and two-seater car; SC: subcompact

car; CO: compact car; MI: midsize car; LA: large car; SW: station wagon;

SU: sport utility vehicle. The codes for Drive are F: front-wheel drive; R:

rear-wheel drive; A: all-wheel drive; 4: four-wheel drive.

(a) Find the mean Cmpg for each vehicle class/drive combination (e.g., for

front-wheel drive minicompact and two-seater cars, front-wheel drive

subcompact cars, . . . , four-wheel drive sport utility vehicles). Use group-

ing variables Class and Drive [computer help #12].

(b) Make a clustered bar chart of mean Cmpg by Class (category axis) and

Drive (clusters) [computer help #20].

(c) Are differences clearer in the table in part (a) or the bar chart in part

(b)? Why?

(d) Compare fuel efficiency for front-wheel, rear-wheel, all-wheel, and four-
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wheel drive vehicles across different vehicle classes in a couple of sen-

tences.

(e) Suggest some possible reasons for the differences in fuel efficiency for

different vehicle classes and drive systems. Be specific.

4. Consider the frequencies (counts) of vehicles in different combinations of

class (variable Class) and drive system (variable Drive).

(a) Make a cross-tabulation table in which Class is the row variable and

Drive is the column variable, and calculate the row and column per-

centages [computer help #11].

(b) How many front-wheel drive midsize cars are there?

(c) What percentage of midsize cars are front-wheel drive?

(d) What percentage of front-wheel drive vehicles are midsize cars?

(e) Write a short paragraph summarizing all the results in the table.

5. Consider city miles per gallon (variable Cmpg) for different vehicle classes

(variable Class).

(a) Create boxplots of Cmpg for each vehicle class [computer help #21].

(b) Write a short paragraph summarizing what the boxplots show.

Hint: Statistical software packages differ in the way they construct box-

plots, so use the “Help” facility in your software to find out exactly

what the boxplots are displaying [computer help #5].

6. Consider the associations between city miles per gallon (variable Cmpg),

engine size in liters (variable Eng), number of cylinders (variable Cyl), and

interior passenger and cargo volume in hundreds of cubic feet (variable Vol).

(a) Make a scatterplot matrix of Cmpg , Eng , Cyl , and Vol [computer help

#16].
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(b) Comment on the association between each pair of variables in the scat-

terplot matrix.

Hint: One key to understanding a particular graph in a scatterplot

matrix is to look left or right to see the label for the variable plotted on

the vertical axis and to look up or down to see the label for the variable

plotted on the horizontal axis. In this respect, scatterplot matrices are

similar to scatterplots where the vertical axis label is typically to the

left of the graph and the horizontal axis label is typically below the

graph.

7. Consider the association between highway miles per gallon (variable Hmpg)

and city miles per gallon (variable Cmpg).

(a) Make a scatterplot with Hmpg on the vertical (Y) axis and Cmpg on

the horizontal (X) axis [computer help #15].

(b) Briefly describe the association between the two variables.

(c) Redraw the plot so that each axis has the same range and add a “Y=X”

line to the plot (by hand if you cannot get the computer to do it).

(d) Describe anything of interest that the “Y=X” line helps you see. Be

specific.
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